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M2-BRANES, EINSTEIN MANIFOLDS AND TRIPLE SYSTEMSJOSÉ MIGUEL FIGUEROA-O'FARRILLPo±wione pamii Mojego Przyjaiela Krzysztofa GalikiegoAbstrat. This is the written version of a talk given on 1 July 2009 at theXXV Max Born Symposium: the Plank Sale, held in Wroªaw, Poland. Ireview the possible transverse geometries to supersymmetri M2-brane ong-urations and disuss the representation-theoreti desription of their onje-tured dual superonformal ChernSimons theories.1. IntrodutionIt is a pleasure to speak at this Max Born Symposium in Wroªaw, not just forthe obvious reason, but at least on two other aounts: rstly, beause I share withMax Born the odd fate of having ended up at the University of Edinburgh (albeitin dierent departments); and seondly, beause my friend Krzysztof Galiki amefrom Wroªaw and studied here before we met as graduate students doing our PhDwith Martin Ro£ek in Stony Brook a quarter of a entury ago. It was from himthat I learnt, among other things, the proper Polish pronuniation of the ity I usedto refer to as Breslavia and it is to his memory that I dediate the written versionof this talk.It is not lear whether the subjet of my talk is appropriate for a onferene onthe Plank sale. It is not a talk about quantum gravity, even though it derives itsmotivation from an attempt to understand M-theory [1℄, the strong oupling limitof a andidate theory of quantum gravity: namely, type IIA superstring theory.We know relatively little about M-theory away from its low-energy limit: eleven-dimensional supergravity [2, 3℄. The absene of string solutions suggests that thisis not a theory of strings, whereas the existene of membrane solutions (so-alledM2-branes) suggests that it might be a theory of membranes. However it is di-ult to make this more preise beause membranes have resisted every attempt atquantisation.One way to try to understand at least some aspets of M-theory is via theAdS/CFT orrespondene (see, e.g., [4℄). In that ontext, the M2-branes play asimilar role to the D3-branes of type IIB string theory: namely they give rise to aonjetural orrespondene between a gravitational theory and a onformal gaugeeld theory. In the ase of the D3-brane, this is the duality between type IIB stringtheory on AdS5 × S5, with equal radii of urvature proportional to N 14 , where Nis the number of oinident D3-branes, and the maximally supersymmetri four-dimensional SU(N) YangMills theory. In the ase of the M2-brane, this dualityshould relate M-theory on AdS4 × S7, with ommensurate radii of urvature nowproportional to N 16 , and a maximally supersymmetri three-dimensional onformaleld theory, whih at the time of the original onjeture [5℄ and for almost a deadethene proved elusive. In fat, even as reently as 2004, doubts were ast as to theexistene of a lagrangian desription of suh a theory [6℄.This all hanged with the pioneering work of Bagger and Lambert [7, 8℄ andGustavsson [9℄ who onstruted a maximally supersymmetri three-dimensional1
2 JOSÉ MIGUEL FIGUEROA-O'FARRILLonformal eld theory. As shown in [10℄ (see also [11℄) the BLG model an be reastas a superonformal ChernSimons theory with group SU(2)×SU(2) with oppositelevels oupled to matter in the bifundamental representation of the group. TheBLG model is the only known (indeomposable) unitary maximally superonformalthree-dimensional eld theory involving a nite number of elds and it has beenargued [12℄ to desribe two M2-branes at an orbifold R8/Z2. The theory dual toany number of M2-branes in R8/Zk was onstruted by Aharony, Bergman, Jaerisand Maldaena [13℄ as an N =6 superonformal ChernSimons theory with gaugegroup U(N)k × U(N)−k. One expets that for k = 1, 2 that there ought to besupersymmetry enhanement to N =8 and this has reently been demonstrated [14,15℄ by onsidering monopole operators. Similarly the dual theories to M2-braneson some other geometries have been onstruted as superonformal ChernSimonstheories with the appropriate amount of supersymmetry the geometry ditates;although it is fair to say that the dual theory to by far most of the possible transversegeometries (espeially those with little supersymmetry) has not been identied;although see, for instane, [16, 17℄ for results in that diretion.This state of aairs motivates the desire to establish a more preise ditionarybetween the possible transverse geometries to supersymmetri M2-brane ongu-rations and superonformal ChernSimons theories. To this end one needs to rstdetermine the possible geometries and also the possible theories and this is whatI will disuss in this talk. The task of determining the possible superonformalChernSimons theories is best aomplished using the language and tools of repre-sentation theory, partiularly the theory of unitary representations of a Lie algebraadmitting an ad-invariant inner produt. This metri property of the Lie algebraallows to relate its unitary representations to ertain triple systems, whih explainsa posteriori the important rle played by ternary algebras in the original BLGmodel.The talk will thus onsist of two parts. In the rst part, departing from the well-known elementary M2-brane solution of eleven-dimensional supergravity, I will re-view other supersymmetri solutions whih are obtained by replaing the eulideanspae transverse to the brane by a Rii-at one admitting parallel spinors. Indimension 8 there is a wealth of suh geometries whih were reviewed in [18, 19℄and will be realled here briey. In the seond part of the talk I will desribe therepresentation-theoreti underpinnings of superonformal ChernSimons theoriesalong the lines of [20℄, whih is the ompanion paper to [21℄, and disuss their las-siation. This sets the stage for a more thorough investigation of the ditionary,whih is the subjet of an ongoing investigation to be reported on elsewhere. Inpartiular it suggests the tantalising prospet of assoiating triple systems to a er-tain Einstein manifolds. In the meantime we an view the results desribed here asone more example of how supersymmetry shines its light into mathematial objetssuh as triple systems and gives us a fresh reason to investigate them further.2. Supersymmetri M2-brane geometriesFor the purposes of this talk, eleven-dimensional supergravity is a system ofgeometri partial dierential equations for an eleven-dimensional lorentzian metri
g and a losed 4-form F . We will not write these equations down, but simplymention that they admit a two-parameter family of half-supersymmetri solutionsdesribing a stak of N oinident M2-branes [22℄. Expliitly, we have the followingexpressions for g, F :
g = H−
2
3 ds2(R2,1) +H
1
3 ds2(R8)
F = dvol(R2,1) ∧ dH−1,
(1)
M2-BRANES, EINSTEIN MANIFOLDS AND TRIPLE SYSTEMS 3where H is a harmoni funtion on R8 whih we will take to be maximally sym-metri:
H = α+
β
r6
, (2)for α, β ∈ R not both equal to zero. The parameter β depends linearly on thenumber N of M2-branes. For generi values of α, β, whih means αβ 6= 0, thissolution preserves one-half of the supersymmetry, but if either α or β vanish, su-persymmetry is enhaned to maximal. If β = 0 there are no M2-branes and thesolution is isometri to the Minkowski vauum R10,1 with zero F , whereas if wetake α = 0, the solution is isometri to AdS4 × S7 with the radii of urvature ina ratio of 1 : 2 and with F proportional to the volume form on the AdS4 [23, 24℄.This latter solution is known as the near-horizon geometry of the M2-branes, sinetaking α to zero is formally the same as taking r to zero.Writing the metri on the eulidean transverse spae in spherial polar oordi-nates, suggests a way to generalise this solution. We replae
ds2(R8) = dr2 + r2ds2(S7) by dr2 + r2ds2(M7), (3)where M is a 7-dimensional riemannian manifold. For the new g (and the old F )to be a solution of eleven-dimensional supergravity it is neessary and suient for
M to be Einstein with unit radius of urvature. However, if we want the solutionto be supersymmetri, then M should be a spin manifold admitting real Killingspinors; namely, there should exist nonzero spinor elds ψ obeying the equation
∇Xψ =
1
2X · ψ for all vetor elds X, (4)where X · ψ is the ation of the Cliord bundle Cℓ(TM) on the spinor bundle.As observed by Bär [25℄, this is equivalent to the one C(M) = R+ ×M , withmetri dr2 +r2ds2(M), admitting parallel spinors. IfM is assumed to be omplete,then a theorem of Gallot [26℄ says that the one is either at, in whih ase Mis loally isometri to S7, or else the holonomy of the one is irreduible. Wang[27℄ determined the holonomy representations of irreduible riemannian manifoldsadmitting parallel spinors and in dimension 8, whih is the dimension of the oneover M , these are Spin(7) ating on the spinor representation, SU(4) ⊂ SO(8) and
Sp(2) ⊂ SO(8). The last two orrespond to CalabiYau 4-folds and hyperkähler8-manifolds, respetively. Those 7-manifolds whose ones have Spin(7), SU(4) and
Sp(2) holonomy belong to well-known lasses: weak G2 holonomy, Sasaki-Einsteinand 3-Sasakian, respetively. The orresponding solutions have the interpretationas the near-horizon geometry of M2-branes at a onial singularity in a speialholonomy 8-manifold, whih near the singularity is desribed as the one over oneof the 7-manifolds just mentioned.Let N denote the dimension of the spae of Killing spinors on M , so that theorresponding M2-brane solution will preserve 2N superharges. The positive val-ues that N may take are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8. For N > 3 the manifolds M are allsmooth quotients of S7 by a nite subgroup Γ of SO(8) whih leaves invariant an
N -dimensional subspae of hiral spinors. There are two smooth manifolds with
N =8: S7 itself and RP7, whih is the quotient of S7 by the order two subgroupgenerated by the antipodal map. For every nite subgroup of SU(2), there is anembedding in SO(8) in suh a way that the resulting quotient is smooth and has
N =5, unless the subgroup is yli in whih ase N =6, if the order is > 2, and
N =8 if the order is 2. There are yli and binary dihedral, otahedraal and iosa-hedral subgroups of SO(8) for whih the orresponding quotient has N =4. Thelassiation has reently been nished in [28℄. The values N =1, 2, 3 orrespond toweak G2 holonomy, Sasaki-Einstein and 3-Sasakian manifolds, respetively, someof whih an of ourse be sphere quotients. Many lasses of suh manifolds are
4 JOSÉ MIGUEL FIGUEROA-O'FARRILLdisussed in [18, 19℄ and referenes therein. The book [29℄ by Boyer and Galikiontains a wealth of information on Sasakian and 3-Sasakian geometry. Table 1summarises the results reviewed so far.Table 1. Supersymmetri M2-brane geometries
N Cone 7-dimensional geometry
8 R8, R8/Z2 S7, RP7
4, 5, 6 R8/Γ S7/Γ
3 hyperkähler 3-Sasaki
2 CalabiYau Sasaki-Einstein
1 Spin(7) holonomy weak G2 holonomyTo every supersymmetri solution of eleven-dimensional supergravity, one anattah a Lie superalgebra whih is generated by the Killing spinors. This is de-sribed in omplete generality in [30℄; although for the near-horizon geometries ofthe supersymmetri M2-brane ongurations whih are the fous of this talk, theywere alulated in [31℄ and shown to be isomorphi to the orthosympleti Lie super-algebra osp(N |4), as expeted from the AdS/CFT orrespondene. Indeed, thisorrespondene posits that to every M2-brane onguration with a near-horizongeometry of the form AdS4 × M with M admitting an N -dimensional spae ofKilling spinors, there orresponds a three-dimensional N -extended superonfor-mal eld theory. The three-dimensional onformal superalgebras were lassied byNahm [2℄ and shown to be isomorphi to osp(N |4), although it is realised dier-ently. Fousing on the even Lie algebra so(N ) ⊕ sp(4,R), we reognise so(N ) asthe generi isometry algebra of the 7-manifold M and also the R-symmetry of thesuperonformal eld theory, whereas sp(4,R) ∼= so(3, 2) is the isometry algebra of
AdS4 and also the onformal algebra of R2,1. Examples of eld theories exhibitingthis symmetry are the superonformal ChernSimons theories with matter, whihwe now begin to desribe.3. Superonformal ChernSimons theories with matterThe degrees of freedom of a theory dual to a supersymmetri brane ongurationusually inlude some salars whih parametrise the normal bundle to the brane inthe spaetime and its fermioni partners whih supersymmetry demands. Unlike inthe ase of a D3-brane, for an M2-brane the degrees of freedom of the salars andthe fermions already math, whene any gauge elds present in the theory shouldontribute no new dynamial degrees of freedom. This forbids a YangMills-likeation, sine in three dimensions this has propagating degrees of freedom, but itdoes not forbid a ChernSimons term whose gauge elds are non-propagating. Thesort of theories we will be onsidering thus ontain the supersymmetri ompletionof a Chern-Simons term
(A, dA) + 13 ([A,A], A) , (5)where A is a one-form on R2,1 with values in a Lie algebra g and (−,−) is anad-invariant inner produt on g. This turns g into a metri Lie algebra. If g issimple, then (−,−) is a multiple of the Killing form. Quantum onsisteny ofthe ChernSimons term quantises this multiple, whih is then alled the level ofthe ChernSimons theory. If g is not simple, then there will be a larger spae ofad-invariant inner produts and quantum onsisteny now selets a lattie in it.
M2-BRANES, EINSTEIN MANIFOLDS AND TRIPLE SYSTEMS 5Matter elds live in supermultiplets whih ontain a salar, a Majorana fermionand an auxiliary eld we shall ignore in this talk. The ation onsists of the stan-dard gauge-ovariant kineti terms, Yukawa ouplings and a sexti salar potential,onsistent with onformal invariane. In a manifestly N =1 superspae formula-tion, there are two kinds of terms in the matter lagrangian: the kineti terms anda quarti superpotential whih, upon integrating out the auxiliary elds, gives riseto a sexti salar potential and the Yukawa ouplings. The matter elds belong toa unitary representation of g. Unitarity of the theory requires the inner produt ofthe matter elds to be positive-denite, but sine the ChernSimons gauge eldsdo not propagate their inner produt (−,−) need not be positive-denite and inmany ases it will be fored to be indenite.Matter elds will also transform in a unitary representation of the so(N ) R-symmetry. It follows from [2℄ that the superharges in the onformal superalgebratransform in the fundamental representation of so(N ). Sine the superharges re-late bosons to fermions, it follows that the bosoni R-symmetry representation Bmust appear in the tensor produt deomposition V ⊗ F of the vetor representa-tion V and the fermioni R-symmetry representation F, and similarly for B and
F interhanged. The simplest way to ahieve this is for B and F to be spinorialrepresentations of so(N ), with the intertwiners V⊗B → F and V⊗ F → B givenby Cliord ation. This means that when N is odd, bosons and fermions will bein the same representation whereas if N is even the fermioni representation willbe obtained from the bosoni one by hanging the hirality of the spinor represen-tations. Table 2 summarises the spinor representations for N ≤ 8. The notationis suh that only the types (real, omplex or quaternioni) and their dimension areexpliitly written down. I will use the notation ∆(N ) or ∆(N )± for the irreduiblespinor representations of so(N ) for N odd and even, respetively. The subsriptsrefer to the hirality, of ourse.Table 2. Spinor representations of so(N ) for N ≤ 8
N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
so(N ) u(1) sp(1) sp(1) ⊕ sp(1) sp(2) su(4) so(7) so(8)Spinors R C H H ⊕ H H2 C4 R8 R8 ⊕ R8Sine gauge transformations and supersymmetry ommute (we are not talkingabout a supergravity theory), both bosons and fermions transform under the samerepresentation of the gauge Lie algebra g: let's all it M generially. Sine matterdegrees of freedom are fundamentally real, the type of the R-symmetry representa-tion determines the type of M, whih an read o from the table: real if N =1, 7, 8,omplex if N = 2, 6 and quaternioni if N = 3, 4, 5.For the N =1, 2, 3 theories we an take the matter to be in any real, omplex orquaternioni unitary representations, respetively, with the usual proviso that for
N =2 we must take elds and their omplex onjugates, in eet working with theunderlying real representation obtained by restriting salars from C to R, and thatfor N =3 elds are subjet to the usual sympleti reality ondition on the tensorprodut of two quaternioni representations. For a good review of these theoriessee [32℄.Things get more interesting for N ≥ 4 in that the type of representation andunexpetedly perhaps also the gauge symmetry g are onstrained. In order towrite down these onstraints we must rst disuss a renement of the usual unitaryrepresentation theory of Lie algebras whih is possible when the Lie algebra is
6 JOSÉ MIGUEL FIGUEROA-O'FARRILLmetri. As we now disuss, this leads quite naturally to the subjet of three-algebras or triple systems and may explain a posteriori the rle played by suhalgebrai objets in the early literature on this topi.4. Lie-embeddable unitary representations and triple systemsWe now disuss speial kinds of unitary representations of a metri Lie algebra.This summarises the results in [21℄, whih derived its inspiration from [33℄.4.1. Real unitary representations. Let g be a metri Lie algebra as above andlet U denote a real unitary representation. The inner produts on g and U will bedenoted (−,−) and 〈−,−〉, respetively. Sine we have g-invariant inner produtson both g and U , we an take the transpose of the representation map g → so(U)to obtain a g-equivariant linear map T : Λ2U → g, whih is surjetive if U is afaithful representation. Expliitly, given u, v ∈ U , we dene T (u, v) ∈ g by
(T (u, v), X) = 〈X · u, v〉 for all X ∈ g. (6)(In indies, if Xa is a basis for g and ui is a basis for U , then Xa · ui = T jaiuj andthe map T (ui, uj) = T aijXa, where T aij is obtained from T jai by raising and loweringindies with the relevant inner produt.) Now onsider the tensor Ω dened by
Ω(u, v, x, y) = (T (u, v), T (x, y)) . (7)It follows that Ω is a g-invariant tensor in the representation
S2Λ2U = Λ4U ⊕ U . (8)For general U , Ω will have omponents in both representations, but for some speialrepresentations one or the other omponent will vanish. Suh representations anbe desribed in the language of triple systems or 3-algebras, more preisely metri3-Leibniz algebras, as desribed, for example in [34℄.Dene a trilinear produt U × U × U → U by
[u, v, w] := T (u, v) · w, (9)in terms of whih the tensor Ω an be rewritten as Ω(u, v, x, y) = 〈[u, v, x], y〉. The
g-equivariane of T translates into a fundamental identity for the triple produt:
[x, y, [v, w, z]] = [[x, y, v], w, z] + [v, [x, y, w], z] + [v, w, [x, y, z]], (10)whereas the produt obeys symmetry properties whih follow from the tensorialdeomposition of Ω. These 3-algebras an trae their origin to [33℄ and to [35℄ inthe present ontext.If Ω ∈ Λ4U , then [u, v, w] is totally skew-symmetri and denes on U the stru-ture of a 3-Lie algebra, a struture formalised by Filippov [36℄ but going bakto the work of Nambu [37℄. As onjetured (in a separate ontext and using aslightly dierent language) in [38℄, there is a unique positive-denite irreduiblerepresentation U : it is four-dimensional and g = su(2)⊕ su(2) with invariant innerprodut given by the Killing form on one of the simple ideals and the negative of theKilling form on the other. There exist at least four independent proofs of this fat:a geometri proof based on prolongations of Lie algebras [39℄, two similar proofsbased on a ombinatorial analysis of the equation [40, 41℄ and a strutural proof[42℄ based on the lassiation theorem for simple 3-Lie algebras [43℄. This 3-Liealgebra is preisely the one in the original work of BaggerLambert and Gustavssonand the orresponding ChernSimons theory is the unique interating, manifestlyunitary, maximally superonformal suh theory.The other extreme ase is where Ω ∈ U is an algebrai urvature tensor. Thetriple produt now satises
[u, v, w] + [v, w, u] + [w, u, v] = 0, (11)
M2-BRANES, EINSTEIN MANIFOLDS AND TRIPLE SYSTEMS 7making U into a Lie triple system. Lie triple systems are linear approximationsto symmetri spaes, in the same way that Lie algebras are linear approximationsto Lie groups, and in fat the tensor Ω in this ase is the urvature tensor ofthe symmetri spae. The lassiation of positive-denite Lie triple systems islassial and goes bak to Cartan's lassiation of riemannian symmetri spaes.Suh representations U an be used to onstrut N =1 superonformal theories, butas far as I know these theories are not any more speial than the ones onstrutedout of a generi real representation U .4.2. Complex unitary representations. Now let V be a omplex unitary repre-sentation of g and let 〈−,−〉 now denote a hermitian inner produt on V , omplexantilinear in the seond slot in my onventions. The transpose of the g ation on
V now denes a bilinear map T : V × V → gC to the omplexiation of g, where
V is the onjugate representation to V . We make gC into a omplex metri Lie al-gebra by extending both the Lie braket and the inner produt omplex-bilinearly.If u, v ∈ V we dene T (u, v) ∈ gC by (6), but where X ∈ gC now. The tensor Ω,dened in (7), now belongs to the g-invariants in
S2(V ⊗ V ) = (S2V ⊗ S2V ) ⊕ (Λ2V ⊗ Λ2V ). (12)The sesquibilinear triple produt V × V × V → V dened by (9) obeys thefollowing version of the fundamental identity
[x, y, [v, w, z]] = [[x, y, v], w, z] − [v, [y, x, w], z] + [v, w, [x, y, z]], (13)where the hange in the middle term in due to T (x, y) = −T (y, x). The twoextremes, when one or the other omponent of Ω vanishes, orrespond to represen-tations V where
[u, v, w] = ±[w, v, u]. (14)The positive sign gives rise to Jordan triple systems and the negative to antiJordan triple systems [44℄. Jordan triple systems are in bijetive orrespondenewith hermitian symmetri spaes, and again in this ase Ω is the urvature tensorof the relevant Kähler metri. Their lassiation is therefore again lassial. Thelassiation of positive-denite anti Jordan triple system redues, as we will see,to the lassiation of ertain omplex Lie superalgebras [45, 46℄. Anti Jordantriple systems are preisely the 3-algebras put forward in [47℄ to reformulate the
N =6 theories of [13℄. Again one an use Jordan triple systems to onstrut N =2theories, but to my knowledge they are not more speial than the N =2 theoriesbuilt out of generi V .4.3. Quaternioni unitary representations. Finally we ome to the ase ofquaternioni unitary representations. The nonexistene of quaternioni Lie alge-bras means that it is more onvenient to think of these representations as omplexunitary representations with an invariant quaternioni struture map, denoted J .Hene let W be a omplex unitary representation with hermitian struture 〈−,−〉and let J : W → W be a g-equivariant omplex antilinear map, obeying J2 = −1and ompatible with the hermitian struture in that
ω(u, v) = 〈u, Jv〉 (15)is a g-invariant omplex sympleti struture. Dening the transpose of the g-ationbut relative to ω instead, we obtain a map T : S2W → gC and a tensor Ω denedas in (7) whih is g-invariant in the representation
S2(S2W ) = S4W ⊕W . (16)
Ω belongs to W , the triple produt dened by (9) satises equation (11), exeptthat now [u, v, w] = [v, u, w] so we have an anti Lie triple system. These are
8 JOSÉ MIGUEL FIGUEROA-O'FARRILLthe representations for the N =5 theories of [48, 49℄ and the N =4 theories of [50℄and also appear as building bloks for the N =4 theories of [51℄. The lassiationof positive-denite representations again redues to the lassiation of ertain Liesuperalgebras [46℄. The representations where Ω is totally symmetri orrespondto hyperkähler symmetri spaes, but there are no nontrivial representations inpositive-denite signature and hene no unitary theories based on them.This disussion is summarised in Table 3, whih employs the following notation.For N odd the salars and fermions live in the same representation, whereas for
N even they live in representations with opposite hirality for the R-symmetryspinors, and both representations are written, with the top sign orresponding tothe salars and the bottom sign to the fermions, in some onventions. The notation
Rep(g,K) denotes the ategory of positive-denite unitary representations of g oftype K = R,C,H, and Rep(g,K)C the set ot those whih are of lass C , where
C an be either aLTS, aJTS or 3LA for anti Lie triple systems, anti Jordan triplesystems or 3-Lie algebras, respetively. The notation Irr(g,K)C denotes the subsetsof irreduible objets.Table 3. Matter representations for N -extended supersymmetry
N Matter representation Remarks
1 U U ∈ Rep(g,R)
2 ∆
(2)
± ⊗ V ⊕ ∆
(2)
∓ ⊗ V V ∈ Rep(g,C)
3 ∆(3) ⊗W W ∈ Rep(g,H)
4 ∆
(4)
± ⊗W1 ⊕ ∆
(4)
∓ ⊗W2 W1,2 ∈ Rep(g,H)aLTS
5 ∆(5) ⊗W W ∈ Irr(g,H)aLTS
6 ∆
(6)
± ⊗ V ⊕ ∆
(6)
∓ ⊗ V V ∈ Irr(g,C)aJTS
7 ∆(7) ⊗ U U ∈ Irr(g,R)3LA
8 ∆
(8)
± ⊗ U U ∈ Irr(g,R)3LAThe irreduibility onditions orrespond to the notion of an indeomposabletheory; namely, one whih does not deouple into two or more nontrivial non-interating theories. For N < 4 indeomposability does not imply irreduibility(e.g., take g simple), whereas for N > 4 indeomposability does imply irreduibil-ity. For N =4 if W1 = 0 then W2 has to be irreduible and vieversa; otherwise,indeomposability imposes onnetedness of the orresponding quiver.4.4. Embedding Lie (super)algebras. One peuliar property of the speial rep-resentations desribed above is that they embed in Lie (super)algebras, whih meansthat the triple produt in the orresponding triple system is given by nesting twoLie brakets. For the Lie and Jordan triple systems this is of ourse a lassialresult.Indeed, if U is a Lie triple system, then on the Z2-graded vetor spae k = g⊕U ,with g in degree 0 and U in degree 1, we may dene a Lie algebra struture extendingthat of g and the ation of g on U by delaring [u, v] = T (u, v), for u, v ∈ U . (Reallthat T is skewsymmetri, so this braket is trying to dene a Lie algebra.) Mostof the omponents of the Jaobi identity are immediate exept for one, whih isequivalent to (11). The resulting Z2-graded Lie algebra k is metri by using theinner produts on g and U . The symmetri spae assoiated to this representationis K/G, where K is a Lie group with Lie algebra k and G is the losed subgroup
M2-BRANES, EINSTEIN MANIFOLDS AND TRIPLE SYSTEMS 9with Lie algebra g. Similarly, if V is a Jordan triple system, then we onsider theomplex graded vetor spae k = V ⊕ gC ⊕ V , in degrees −1, 0, 1. Then we dene aLie algebra struture on k in suh a way that gC is a Lie subalgebra by extendingthe ations of gC on V and V by [u, v] = T (u, v) for u ∈ V and v ∈ V . Againthe only nontrivial omponent of the Jaobi identity is equation (14) with the plussign.There are similar results for the three lasses of representations demanded by
N ≥ 4 supersymmetry. An anti Lie triple systems embeds in a omplex Liesuperalgebra gC ⊕W , whereas an anti Jordan triple system embeds in a omplex3-graded Lie superalgebra V ⊕ gC ⊕ V . The situation mimis the ase of Lie andJordan triple systems, exept that the symmetry of the anti Lie triple system saysthat gC⊕W is a Lie superalgebra, while the negative sign in (14) is (one omponentof) the Jaobi identity only for a Lie superalgebra. Finally, metri 3-Lie algebrasembed in a real 3-graded Lie superalgebra U ⊕ g ⊕ U .For positive-denite unitary representations, irreduibility implies (with a minorexeption in the ase of Lie triple systems) the simpliity of the embedding Liesuperalgebra. Hene this allows one to redue the lassiation of positive-deniteirreduible representations to extant lassiations of simple Lie (super)algebras.In this way one reovers the lassiations of N ≥ 5 superonformal ChernSimonstheories in [48, 49, 52℄ from oneptually lear representation-theoreti results.4.5. Supersymmetry enhanement. The representation theory also explainsthe onditions for supersymmetry enhanement. By studying the deompositionof the R-symmetry spinor representations as a result of the embedding of the R-symmetry Lie algebras so(N − 1) →֒ so(N ), we an read o the onditions whihare required for supersymmetry enhanement. Table 4 summarises the deomposi-tion of the matter representations from N - to (N − 1)-extended supersymmetry.The notation in the table is suh that UC is the omplexiation of a real repre-sentation U , whereas VH is the quaternioniation of a omplex representation Vand ((W )) is a omplex representation obtained from a quaternioni representation
W by forgetting the quaternioni struture. As usual, square brakets denote theunderlying real representation, so that if V is a omplex representation with a realstruture, then [V ]C ∼= V .Table 4. Deomposition of matter representations
N N −matter representation (N − 1) −matter representation
8 ∆
(8)
+ ⊗ U ∆
(7) ⊗ U
7 ∆(7) ⊗ U [(∆
(6)
+ ⊕ ∆
(6)
− ) ⊗ UC]
6 ∆
(6)
+ ⊗ V ⊕ ∆
(6)
− ⊗ V ∆
(5) ⊗ VH
5 ∆(5) ⊗W ∆
(4)
+ ⊗W ⊕ ∆
(4)
− ⊗W
4 ∆
(4)
+ ⊗W1 ⊕ ∆
(4)
− ⊗W2 ∆
(3) ⊗ (W1 ⊕W2)
3 ∆(3) ⊗W (∆
(2)
+ ⊕ ∆
(2)
− ) ⊗ ((W ))We may understand the following supersymmetry enhanements, by looking atthe N -extended matter representation in terms of the (N −1)-extended represen-tation and then omparing with the generi (N − 1)-extended representation:
• in N =4, W1,W2 ∈ Rep(g,H)aLTS and the enhanement to N =5 ourspreisely when W1 = W2;
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• in N =5, W ∈ Irr(g,H)aLTS and the enhanement to N =6 ours when
W = VH, for V ∈ Irr(g,C)aJTS; and
• nally, in N =6, V ∈ Irr(g,C)aJTS and enhanement to N =7 ours when
V = UC for U ∈ Irr(g,R)3LA.These enhanements are onsistent with relations between the dierent triplesystems; namely, a omplex representation V is an anti Jordan triple system if andonly if its quaternioniation is an anti Lie triple system; and a real representationis a 3-Lie algebra if and only if its omplexiation is an anti Jordan triple system,whereas if the underlying real representation [[V ]] of a omplex representation V isa 3-Lie algebra, then V is an anti Jordan triple system. Some of these results seemto be new and are desribed in [20, Appendix A℄.Finally we remark that it follows form Table 4 that enhanement from N =7to N =8 does not onstrain the representation further, suggesting that N =7 im-plies N =8. This is indeed the ase, as proved in [20℄ by a detailed study of thesuperpotentials.4.6. Superpotentials. It is often onvenient to write the superonformal ChernSimons theories in an o-shell formalism in whih one of the supersymmetries ismanifest. This is done by working in an N =1 superspae where one of the super-harges ats as a supertranslation. The hoie of superharge breaks the so(N )R-symmetry to the so(N − 1) stabilizer of the superharge. In this formalism thetheory is determined by a quarti, gauge-invariant superpotential whih is inertunder the global so(N −1) symmetry. The o-shell supereld Ξ that desribes thematter ontent an always be assembled into the representation of so(N −1)⊕g ap-pearing in the third olumn of Table 4. The superpotentials an all be expressed asthe superspae integral 116 ∫ d2θW(Ξ), where W is a real, quarti, (so(N − 1)⊕ g)-invariant funtion. For all N ≥ 4 the expression for this funtion is given inTable 5. In [20℄ one an nd the expression also for N =2, 3. In the table, thetensor Θ appearing in the N =6 row is the so(5) ∼= usp(4)-invariant sympletiform on ∆(5) while in the N =8 row it denotes the so(7)-invariant self-dual Cayley4-form on ∆(7). Repeated indies are ontrated with respet to the hermitian innerprodut on ∆(N −1). Table 5. Superpotentials
N W(Ξ)
8 13 Θabcd (T (Ξ
a,Ξb), T (Ξc,Ξd))
6 (T (Ξa,Ξb), T (Ξb,Ξa)) + Θab Θ
cd (T (Ξa,Ξc), T (Ξb,Ξd))
5 − 16 (T (Ξ
α,Ξβ), T (Ξβ ,Ξα)) − 16 (T (Ξ
α̇,Ξβ̇), T (Ξβ̇ ,Ξα̇)) + (T (Ξα,Ξβ̇), T (Ξβ̇ ,Ξα))
4 16 (T1(Ξ
a,Ξb), T1(Ξ
b,Ξa)) + 16 (T2(Ξ
a,Ξb), T2(Ξ
b,Ξa)) − (T1(Ξ
a,Ξb), T2(Ξ
b,Ξa))Finally let me remark that the rigidity of the N ≥ 3 theories translates, using theAdS/CFT orrespondene, to a rigidity of 3-Sasakian manifolds and it is has indeedbeen shown by Pedersen and Poon [53℄ (see [29, Theorem 13.3.24℄) that omplete 3-Sasakian manifolds are innitesimally rigid, a result whih ame after the AdS/CFTorrespondene. Had the dual theories to M2-branes been understood earlier, thiswould have provided a nie mathematial onjeture whih I'm sure Krzysztof wouldhave appreiated.
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